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Abstract—In this work, we address the problem of efficient
utilization of resource-constrained wireless sensor nodes for
provisioning Sensors-as-a-Service (Se-aaS) with high quality. In
sensor-cloud, the sensor-owners provide their respective sensor
nodes to the sensor-cloud service provider (SCSP) on rent. The
SCSP utilizes these nodes to create virtual sensors and provisions
them as Se-aaS for serving their WSN-dependent applications
of the end-users and earns revenue in exchange. To ascertain
high quality-of-service (QoS) of Se-aaS while simultaneously
ensuring profits for itself and the sensor-owners, the SCSP
needs to optimally allocate physical sensor nodes to serve the
virtual sensors, while considering their limited capacity and the
fair distribution of service load among different sensor-owners.
Although a few existing works focused on resource allocation
problem in sensor-cloud, none of them considered the possibility
of sharing the same physical sensor node among multiple
virtual sensors. Hence, in this work, we propose a resource
orchestration scheme for sensor-cloud, named SensOrch, which
is based on coalition formation game with transferable utility.
Using SensOrch, the SCSP ensures the optimal allocation of
sensor nodes to form virtual sensors while maintaining high QoS
and profitability of Se-aaS. Through simulations, we yield that,
using SensOrch, the network lifetime increases by 25.31–59.6%
along with a simultaneous increase in the profit of the SCSP by
23.64–29.49%, compared to the existing schemes. Additionally,
SensOrch ensures fair revenue distribution among the sensor-
owners.

Index Terms—Se-aaS, Cooperative Game Theory, Resource
Management, Virtual Sensor, Sensor-Cloud

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid adoption of Internet-of-Things (IoT) tech-
nology, recent years have witnessed a tremendous upsurge in
the number of IoT devices and applications which are being
used widely in the highly-connected modern world. To sup-
port the growth of IoT technology, researchers conceptualized
several architectures that aim to improve its usability and
accessibility for the common people. One such architecture
is the sensor-cloud which was proposed with the aim of
unifying the advantages of wireless sensor networks (WSNs)
with cloud computing in the light of the Service-Oriented
Architecture (SOA) principles [1]–[3]. Basically, sensor-cloud
utilizes the concept of resource virtualization of cloud, thereby
allowing us to envision ordinary WSNs in the form of service
units, termed as Sensors-as-a-Service (Se-aaS). Thus, the end-
users of WSN-based applications can use these simple and
easily accessible service units as per the requirement of their
applications, without being bothered about the complexities
of purchasing, installing, and maintaining their own WSN

hardware.
Primarily, the sensor-cloud architecture is comprised of

three main entities — sensor-owners, Sensor-Cloud Service
Provider (SCSP), and end-users. The sensor-owners purchase,
deploy, and maintain their own WSNs. The SCSP obtains
these sensor nodes on a rental basis from their respective own-
ers and utilizes them to create virtual sensors for provisioning
Se-aaS, using the cloud infrastructure. Thereafter, the end-
users utilize the provisioned Se-aaS for their WSN-dependent
applications and pay to the SCSP a nominal service charge
which is decided based on their service usage following the
pay-per-use model [3].

Similar to other cloud-based SOAs, two significant deciding
factors for the adaptation of sensor-cloud technology are
quality-of-service (QoS) of Se-aaS delivered to the end-users
and the profitability of Se-aaS for the SCSP and the sensor-
owners. These factors, in turn, depend on the efficient and
optimal utilization of the resource-constrained WSNs obtained
from the sensor-owners by the SCSP. In sensor-cloud, to serve
each service-request of the end-users, the SCSP provisions
one or more virtual sensors. Each of these virtual sensors
is composed of one or more physical sensor nodes based
on the requirement of the end-users. Additionally, due to
virtualization in sensor-cloud, the same physical sensor node
can be used to serve multiple virtual sensors having similar
requirements [4]. So, in order to ensure efficient resource
utilization, it is imperative to optimally assign the physical
sensor nodes to serve virtual sensors, while taking into
account the QoS requirements of the services and the limited
capacity of the sensor nodes to serve them. Moreover, to
ensure the profitability of sensor-owners, it is equally essential
to ensure that the sensor nodes of each sensor-owner obtain a
fair chance to be selected for serving the virtual sensors. In the
existing literature, researchers proposed a few schemes [5]–[7]
for optimal virtual sensor formation in sensor-cloud. However,
none of these schemes considered the possibility of allocating
the same physical sensor nodes to serve multiple virtual
sensors, which eventually ensures optimal resource utilization
and an increase in network lifetime. Hence, there is a need to
design a scheme for optimal orchestration of physical sensor
nodes to provision QoS-aware Se-aaS in sensor-cloud.

In this work, we present a QoS-aware resource orchestra-
tion scheme, named SensOrch, to ensure efficient allocation
of physical sensor nodes to virtual sensors for provisioning
Se-aaS in sensor-cloud. The proposed scheme takes into
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consideration different factors such as the QoS requirements
of the applications, the capability of each physical sensor
node to serve the virtual sensors, and the fairness of profit
distribution among the sensor-owners, while allocating the
resources optimally. The main contributions of our work are
listed as follows:

(1) We propose an optimal resource orchestration scheme,
named SensOrch, for provisioning Se-aaS with high QoS
while ensuring efficient utilization of sensor nodes, high profit
of SCSP, and fair revenue distribution among the sensor-
owners.

(2) Using cooperative coalition formation game, we for-
mulate the problem of optimal allocation of sensor nodes to
virtual sensors with an aim to achieve the aforementioned
objectives.

(3) We propose two online algorithms, i.e., merge and split,
using cooperative coalition formation game to ensure optimal
service allocation.

(4) We assess the performance of SensOrch through sim-
ulations and compare its performance with two existing
benchmark schemes.

II. RELATED WORK

In the existing literature, several research works focused on
sensor-cloud architecture. The basic architecture and the the-
oretical modelling of sensor-cloud were proposed by Yuriama
et al. [1], [2] and Misra et al. [3], in which the authors also
demonstrated a few applications of the sensor-cloud architec-
ture. Thereafter, several researchers proposed various schemes
to improve the performance of sensor-cloud. Chatterjee et
al. [8] introduced the cache-based architecture of sensor-
cloud in which two caches — internal and external caches
— were introduced to reduce the resource consumption due
to redundant data transmissions. Ojha et al. [9] proposed a
scheme for optimal duty scheduling of sensor nodes in sensor-
cloud to reduce the network energy consumption. Kim [10]
proposed an efficient sensor-cloud control scheme to select
the most adaptable data-center for a request and to motivate
sensor nodes to contribute nodes for Se-aaS provisioning
through incentives. Researchers also proposed a few pricing
schemes for sensor cloud. For example, Chakraborty et al.
[11] proposed a pricing scheme for cache-enabled sensor-
cloud for distributing the service-requests among the two
caches, optimally. In another work, Chakraborty et al. [12]
proposed a dynamic pricing mechanism for enforcing trust
in sensor-cloud to prevent misbehavior of sensor-owners and
ensure high profits of SCSP. In another work, five pricing
schemes were proposed by Zhu et al. [13] while considering
parameters such as service duration, type, and lease period.

The problem of optimal resource allocation in sensor-
cloud has also been addressed by the researchers in the
existing literature. Chatterjee et al. [5] studied the problem
of virtual sensor composition using physical sensor nodes
depending on the region of interest (RoI) of the service
requests. Another optimal virtual sensor mapping scheme was
proposed by Roy et al. [6] while considering overlapping
deployment region of multiple sensor-owners. Ojha et al.
[14] proposed a virtual sensor provisioning scheme to ensure

cooperation among sensor-owners for multi-hop transmission
of sensed data in sensor-cloud. Ojha et al. [7] proposed
a virtual sensor composition technique to improve network
lifetime while maintaining high QoS of Se-aaS. However,
none of these aforementioned schemes consider that the same
sensor node can be used to serve multiple service-requests
simultaneously based on the property of virtualization in
sensor-cloud. Although Rachkidi et al. [15] considered the
possibility of sharing physical sensor nodes among multiple
end-users, the authors primarily addressed the problem of
optimal sharing of virtual sensors and placement of virtual
machines, instead of the allocation of the sensor nodes. Hence,
we infer that, an efficient resource orchestration scheme needs
to be designed for sensor-cloud which not only ensures high
QoS but also maintains the profitability of the sensor-owners
and SCSP.

Fig. 1. Entities in Sensor-Cloud

III. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider that the sensor-cloud comprises of a single
SCSP and multiple registered sensor-owners as depicted in
Figure 1. Each sensor-owner s ∈ S, where S denotes the set
of sensor-owners, deploys a set of sensor nodes Ns ⊆ N ,
where N represents the total set of sensor nodes deployed.
Each sensor-owner s registers his/her sensor nodes with the
SCSP. Thereafter, the SCSP takes control over the registered
sensor nodes, and provisions Se-aaS to the end-users. Here,
we consider that, each end-user specifies his/her requirements
for a particular service-request a in terms of the type of
data τa(t), required data-rate ra(t), and area of interest ia(t).
Based on these service requirements, the SCSP decides the
number of nodes ηa(t) and the amount of memory ma(t) per
node required to serve the request and the price P per unit
service to be charged from the end-user.

Moreover, in this work, we consider that each of the regis-
tered sensor nodes is capable of serving multiple applications,
simultaneously. However, due to data-rate constraint, each
sensor node n ∈ N can serve limited number of services
at once. The maximum data-rate capacity of sensor node
n is denoted as Rmax

n . Considering that sensor node n
serves An(t) set of applications at time instant t, where each
application a ∈ An(t) has a data-rate requirement of ra(t),
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the following condition needs to be satisfied:∑
a∈An(t)

ra(t) ≤ Rmax
n (1)

On the other hand, to enhance the performance of sensor-
cloud and increase the network-lifetime, the number of active
sensor nodes in the network needs to be reduced, as each
sensor node consumes significant amount of energy while
being in active state. Thereby, we define a threshold value
Rth

n for the minimum serviceable data-rate for each sensor
node n. Thus, the services being served by sensor node n are
migrated to other active nodes and it transits into sleep mode,
if the following condition holds:∑

a∈An(t)

ra(t) < Rth
n (2)

Therefore, using the proposed scheme, SensOrch, we aim to
reduce the number of active nodes while ensuring the optimal
assignment of services to the nodes for maintaining high QoS
of Se-aaS. Additionally, we strive to achieve fairness in the
distribution of profits earned by the sensor-owners from the
SCSP.

Assumptions: The assumptions considered while de-
signing the proposed scheme are — (i) sensor nodes are
heterogeneous in nature and are capable of serving all types
of requests; (ii) the SCSP is in charge of controlling resource
management in sensor-cloud; and (iii) each service-request of
the end-users is served using a single virtual sensor, which
is maintained by the SCSP. However, each virtual sensor can
be served using multiple physical sensor nodes.

IV. SENSORCH: THE PROPOSED RESOURCE
ORCHESTRATION SCHEME

A. Game formulation

In order to decide the optimal physical sensor nodes to
be used in forming each virtual sensor, we use a dynamic
coalition-formation cooperation game with transferable utility
[11] in SensOrch. Here, each sensor node n represents a
coalition, and the set of incoming service-requests or the
virtual sensors served by node n defines the population in
the coalition. Here, the sequentially arriving service-requests
are not known to the SCSP a priori in sensor-cloud. Thus,
for each incoming request, the SCSP decides the optimal
coalitions that it should join, i.e., the optimal sensor nodes that
need to be allocated, for serving it. The objectives of the SCSP
are — (1) to activate the minimum number of sensor nodes
and (2) to distribute the service requests optimally among the
activated nodes, while ensuring that the QoS requirements
of the service-requests are satisfied. The SCSP also aims
to ensure even distribution of the overall profit among the
sensor-owners. Hence, we argue that coalition formation
cooperative game appropriately models the aforementioned
problem scenario. Thus, in this work, we propose SensOrch,
which is an online scheme, based on the dynamic coalition
formation game theory. The components of the scheme are as
listed follows:

(i) The SCSP acts as the centralized coordinator. Consid-
ering that the sensor nodes are cooperative in nature, the

SCSP tries to maximize the network lifetime by activating
an optimal set of physical sensor nodes.

(ii) Each service-request is treated as an independent ser-
vice, and the end-users pay accordingly. Hence, the SCSP
aims to consolidate the requirements of the service-requests
for ensuring optimal resource management.

(iii) While allocating a service-request to a subset of
activated sensor nodes Qa(t), the SCSP needs to ascertain
that the following constraints are satisfied:

|Qa(t)| ≥ ηa(t); Mrem
n

+ ≥ 0; and Eres
n

+ ≥ Eth (3)

where Mrem
n

+ denotes the effective memory space available
at each node n, which is defined in Definition 1; Eres

n
+

and Eth are the effective residual energy of node n and the
threshold energy requirement for serving a service-request,
respectively, which are defined in Definition 2.

Definition 1: The effective memory space available
Mrem

n
+ at each node n is defined as free memory available

after considering the memory space requirement of the allo-
cated services, including the existing service-requests, which
are currently getting served by the sensor node n, and the
newly arrived service requests.

Mrem
n

+ = Mrem
n

− −mã(t) (4)

where Mrem
n

− = Mmax
n −

∑
a∈An(t)

ma(t); Mmax
n is the

maximum memory space available; and ã is the newly arrived
service-request.

Definition 2: The effective residual energy Eres
n

+ of each
node n is defined as the predicted remaining energy of node
n after a fixed time duration ∆t, if the newly arrived service-
request is allocated to sensor node n along with the existing
service requests.

Eres
n

+ =

 Eres − [Eres
n
− + rã(t)∆t], if ∃a ∈ An(t) :

GCD(ra(t), rã(t)) = ra(t)
Eres − Eres

n
−, otherwise

(5)
where Eres

n
− = ∆t

∑
a∈An(t)

ra(t); Eres
n is the current residual

energy; and ã is the newly arrived service-request.
Thus, in SensOrch, the incoming service-requests, which

are considered to be the players of the proposed game, need
to be allocated optimally among the coalitions, i.e., the set of
activated nodes. To achieve this aim, the SCSP attempts to
maximize the overall payoff of the coalitions, by activating the
optimal set of sensor nodes, and by ensuring optimal service
load for each sensor node. We incorporate the aforementioned
attributes and define the utility function of each coalition as
mentioned in Section IV-B.

B. Utility Function of Each Coalition

The utility function Un(t) of sensor node n, i.e., coalition
n, signifies a trade-off between the resource utilization of the
node and the profit earned using the node by its owner for
serving the set of already-allocated service requests along
with the newly arrived request. In SensOrch, each sensor
node tries to obtain the optimal allocation of service requests
for maximizing the payoff of utility function of its coalition.
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Un(t) of each coalition n needs to satisfy the following
properties:

(i) The payoff of Un(t) increases with increase in the
effective residual energy Eres

n
+.

(ii) The payoff of Un(t) decreases with increase in the
effective data-rate allocated Reff

n
+ to node n, as defined in

Definition 3.
(iii) The payoff of Un(t) increases with increase in the

effective remaining memory space Mrem
n

+ of node n.
(iv) The payoff of Un(t) increases with increase in the profit

earned Pn by the sensor-owner of node n, where Pn = (p−
c)
∑

a∈An(t)
ra(t), and p and c denote the price charged and

the maintenance cost incurred per unit data-rate, respectively.
Definition 3: The effective data-rate Reff

n
+ of each node

n is defined as the data-transmission rate of node n. If the
newly arrived service-request is allocated to sensor node n
along with the existing service-requests, we have:

Reff
n

+
=

 Reff
n
−
+ rã(t), if ∃a ∈ An(t) :

GCD(ra(t), rã(t)) = ra(t)

Reff
n
−
, otherwise

(6)
where ã is the newly arrived service-request, and Reff

n
−

denotes the effective data-rate with existing service-requests.
Therefore, we define the utility function Un(t) of each

coalition n as follows:

Un(t) =
Eres

n
+

Emax
n

+
Rmax

n

Reff
n

+ +
Mrem

n
+

Mmax
n

+
Pn

p
∑

a∈
⋃
n
An(t) ra(t)

(7)

C. Utility Function of the SCSP

In order to ensure that the activated nodes are sharing
the service load, optimally, the SCSP aims to maximize the
overall utility of the activated nodes, i.e., the payoff value of
the coalitions. Thereby, the utility function B(t) of the SCSP
is as follows [11]:

B(t) =
∏

n∈Na(t)

Un(t) (8)

where N ′
(t) ⊆ N denotes the set of activated nodes in the

region of interest. The SCSP aims to maximize the payoff
of B(t), while ensuring that the constraints mentioned in
Equations (1), (2), and (3) are satisfied.

D. Equilibrium in SensOrch

The SCSP aims to obtain the Pareto optimal resource
orchestration strategy for sensor-cloud. Using SensOrch, the
SCSP obtains a preference relation between the elements be-
longing to the super-set of possible combinations of partitions
of the sensor nodes. The preference relation between two
partitions X and Y is defined in Definition 4. Thus, in sensor-
cloud, as the SCSP has the centralized view of the entire
system, it is able to ensure the existence of Pareto optimal
solution [16] using the proposed scheme, SensOrch, while
considering that the sensor nodes are cooperative in nature.

Definition 4: Considering that an incoming service request
ã can be associated with nodes x and y, we get two partition
combinations X and Y , respectively. We prefer partition X

over partition Y , which is represented mathematically as X B
Y , iff the following condition [11] is satisfied:U ′

x(t)Uy(t)
∏

n/∈{x,y}

Un(t)

 ≥
Ux(t)U ′

y(t)
∏

n/∈{x,y}

Un(t)

 (9)

where U ′

x(t) and U ′

y(t) denote the payoff of nodes x and y,
while considering that service request ã is associated with
node x and node y, respectively.

Algorithm 1 MERGE Algorithm for SensOrch
INPUTS: ã, Qã(t), {ra(t)|a ∈ An(t)}, Mrem

n
+, Mmax

n , Eres
n

+, Emax
n ,

Rmax
n , Reff

n
+, Pn, ∀n ∈ N

′

OUTPUT: N
′

and {An(t)|∀n ∈ N
′
}

PROCEDURE:
1: K ← {∅}
2: count← 0
3: for i := 1 to |Qã(t)| do
4: for each n ∈ N

′
do

5: if conditions in Equations (1)-(3) are true then
6: A

′
n(t)← An(t) ∪ ã

7: count← count+ 1
8: Calculate the payoff B(t) using Equation (8)
9: K ← K ∪ {B(t)}

10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
13: if count < |Qã(t)| then
14: for i := count+ 1 to |Qã(t)| do
15: Activate a sensor node n from set (N/N

′
)

16: A
′
n(t)← An(t) ∪ ã

17: Calculate the payoff B(t) using Equation (8)
18: K ← K ∪ {B(t)}
19: end for
20: end if
21: Select |Qã(t)| number of partitions having higher values in K
22: for each selected partition k do
23: Ak(t)← Ak(t) ∪ ã
24: end for
25: return N

′
and {An(t)|∀n ∈ N

′
}

Algorithm 2 SPLIT Algorithm for SensOrch
INPUTS: Qa(t), {ra(t)|a ∈ An(t)}, Mrem

n
+, Mmax

n , Eres
n

+,Emax
n ,

Rmax
n , Reff

n
+, Pn, ∀n ∈ N

′

OUTPUT: N
′

and {An(t)|∀n ∈ N
′
}

PROCEDURE:
1: K ← {∅}
2: for each n ∈ Qa(t) do
3: if condition in Equation (2) or (3) is false then
4: N

′
← (N

′
/n)

5: K ← K ∪An(t)
6: end if
7: end for
8: for each ã ∈ K do
9: Call MERGE Algorithm

10: end for
11: return N

′
and {An(t)|∀n ∈ N

′
}

E. Algorithms

In order to obtain the optimal service load distribution,
we propose two algorithms based on Merge-and-Split [16]
in this work. For each incoming service-request from the
end-users, the SCSP executes Algorithm 1, i.e., the Merge
algorithm, to consolidate the service request among the set of
activated nodes. Additionally, if required, the SCSP activates
a subset of sleep nodes to meet the requirements of the
requested service, for which it follows a round-robin scheme.
In other words, the SCSP activates a single node from each
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Fig. 2. Network Lifetime and Activated Sensor Nodes

sensor-owner, sequentially, given that the sensor nodes are
within the concerned region of interest. On the other hand, at
the completion of each service request, the SCSP executes
Algorithm 2, i.e., the SPLIT algorithm, to distribute the
datarate associated with sensor node n to other active nodes,
while ensuring Equation (2) holds.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme,
SensOrch, through simulations. The details of the simulations
and the analysis of the results obtained are presented in the
following subsections.

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
Simulation area 1000 m×1000 m
Number of sensor-owners 5
Number of sensor nodes per sensor owner 20
Number of service requests 300− 500
Number of sensor nodes per service requests 1-5
Data-rate requirement per service request 30-50 kbps
Maximum data-rate per node 250 kbps
Maximum memory per node 512 kb [17]
Communication protocol IEEE 802.15.4
Initial energy of each node 20 J [12]
Tx energy consumption 50 nJ/bit [12]
Rx energy consumption 50 nJ/bit [12]
Energy consumption at amplifier 100 pJ/bit-m2 [12]

A. Simulation Parameters

We simulated the proposed scheme, SensOrch, in a
MATLAB-based simulation platform. We considered a single
rectangular geographical region in which 5 sensor-owners
have deployed 20 heterogeneous sensor nodes each. These
sensor-owners have registered their sensor nodes with a single
SCSP. Additionally, we considered that the end-users request
for the service of the SCSP, sequentially, and the service
requests vary in terms of data-rate and memory requirements.
Each service request is considered to be served using a single
virtual sensor, which is composed using multiple physical
sensor nodes. For simulations, the service requirements and
the node requirement for each virtual sensor were determined
randomly. The detailed simulation parameters are presented
in Table I.

B. Benchmarks

We analysed the performance of SensOrch in comparison
with two existing benchmark schemes – optimal virtual sensor
composition (CoV-I) [5] and resource allocation scheme for
the cloud of sensors (Zeus) [18]. In CoV-I, Chatterjee et al.
[5] presented an optimal virtual sensor formation technique
while considering that the deployment of the physical sensor
nodes are confined to the same geographic region. The authors
defined two parameters of sensor nodes – goodness which is
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Fig. 3. Data-Rate Served by Each Sensor-Owner

measured based on quality of information and its physical
parameters – depending on which the nodes are selected
for composing the virtual sensors. In Zeus, Santos et al.
[18] proposed an optimal resource allocation scheme for
virtual sensors to minimize the overall resource consumption.
The authors considered that the multiple applications having
common request are executed only once and the result is
shared among them. Although both of these works focus on
optimal resource management in sensor-cloud, neither of them
considered the fair revenue distribution among the sensor-
owners. Additionally, the existing schemes considered that
the SCSP knows the set of service-requests a priori.

C. Performance Metrics

We use the following performance metrics to evaluate the
proposed scheme, SensOrch.
Network Lifetime: Network lifetime is calculated as the
total duration between the time of initial deployment of the
network and the time at which the last node in the network
dies. It is dependent on the energy consumption of nodes
which, in turn, depends on the service load of each node.
Data-rate served by each sensor-owner: The average data-
rate served by the set of sensor nodes owned by a particular
sensor-owner varies proportionally wirh the revenue earned
by the sensor-owner. This is due to the fact that the pay-per-
user model is an integral part of sensor-cloud as mentioned
in Section I.
Profit of sensor-owners: The profit earned by each sensor-
owner is the difference between the price received by
him/her from the SCSP and the cost incurred for maintaining
his/her sensor nodes. We consider that the profit of each
sensor-owner is dependent on the data-rate served by his/her
nodes and is calculated as mentioned in Section IV-B.
Profit of SCSP: The profit earned by the SCSP is dependent
on the price paid by the end-users and the total service
provisioning cost incurred by the SCSP. The service pro-
visioning cost includes the cloud infrastructure maintenance
cost, which is considered to be fixed per unit service, and
the price charged by the sensor-owners.

D. Results and discussions

From Figure 2, we observe that, using SensOrch, the
network lifetime increases by 50-59.6% and 25.31-33.11%
compared to using CoV-I and Zeus, along with a correspond-
ing decrease in the number of active sensor nodes. This is due
to the fact that, in CoV-I, each physical sensor node serves
only a single request at a time, unlike SensOrch in which
multiple requests are served simultaneously using the same set
of sensor nodes. Thus, at a given time instant, a higher number
of sensor nodes are activated in the network using CoV-I than
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using SensOrch, thereby increasing resource consumption and
reducing network lifetime. On the other hand, although Zeus
aims to serve the service requests having similar requirements
using the same sensor node, it attempts to do so only if the
requirements of service-requests are known a priori, which is
not possible in case of sensor-cloud. Thus, we observe that
Zeus also allocates a single service request to each sensor
node, thereby resulting in a higher number of activated sensor
nodes and lower network lifetime compared to SensOrch.

Figure 3 shows the variation of the data-rates served
by each sensor owner as the number of service requests
increases. We observe that, using SensOrch, the total data-
rate requirement of the service-requests is almost equally
distributed among the sensor-owners. However, using CoV-I
and Zeus, the distribution of the datarate, which is equivalent
to the service load, among each sensor-owner varies randomly.
This is due to the fact that SensOrch achieves a trade-off
between the resource utilization and the service load on each
sensor node, unlike the other two schemes which choose the
nodes based only on their physical parameters. Since the profit
of each sensor owner is considered to be directly proportional
to the datarate served by his/her nodes, a similar trend is
observed in the variation of profits with the increasing number
of service requests, as shown in Figure 4. We observe that
SensOrch ensures fair distribution of profits among the sensor-
owners, unlike the other two existing schemes.

Additionally, from Figure 4, we yield that the profit earned
by the SCSP increases by 29.49% and 23.64% using Sen-
sOrch than using the existing schemes — CoV-I and Zeus,
respectively. This is due to the fact that the consolidation
of services and increased network lifetime enables the SCSP
to support a higher number of services using SensOrch than
using the existing schemes. Thus, we argue that SensOrch
outperforms the existing benchmark schemes – CoV-I and
Zeus.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed SensOrch, which is an op-
timal resource orchestration scheme for provisioning QoS-
aware Se-aaS in sensor-cloud. We used cooperative coalition
formation game to model the aforementioned problem and
proposed a merge-and-split-based online algorithm to obtain
the optimal allocation of physical sensor nodes to virtual
sensors and ensure efficient resource utilization. We evaluated
the proposed scheme through simulations and compared its
performance to two existing benchmark schemes – CoV-I and
Zeus. We observed that SensOrch outperforms the existing
schemes in terms of increased network lifetime, increased
profits of SCSP, and ensures even distribution of service load
among sensor nodes belonging to different sensor-owners.

This work can be extended in future to study the network
dynamics as well as the economic aspects of sensor-cloud,
while considering link quality of the data transmission paths.
It can also be extended to study the effects of the geograph-
ically distributed cloud data-centers on the performance of
sensor-cloud.
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